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VIOLATING INTERPERSONAL...DISTANCING EXPECTATIONS, DISTRACTXON AND REWARD.
ON SOURCE ATTRACTION, CREDIBILITY AND PERSUASION

4

ABSTRACT

The role of two nonverbal variables, conVersational diqance and physical

self-presentatioh, were examined as potential sources of distraction and for

their'consequent effects.on susceptibility to pershasion. The.distraction'

literature was reviewed-and synthesized into five propositions, which served

as a starting point for predictin4 how distraction should generally affect

persuasion. A model of.conversatiohal distancing violations was then adapted

to predict how nonverbal variables specificagy might function as distractors.

Results of an qxperiment mhnipulating violations of distancing expectations

and attractiveness of confederates (N.r= 350) supported distance violations

and pl4rsical,app&arance as sour.Ces of distraction and provided modest support
-

.

G.

for theyredietion that attractive individuals engaging, in violations-of

ekpectations will serve as positive sources of ddstraction, leading to greater

susceptibility to persuasion. Failure to support bile prdiction that un-

attiikiive individdals engaging in violations of expectations would foster

mordresistanee to Persuasion was partly eXplained by theLlack of a highly ..

9 .

. &
,

.
. .

unattrtctive confederate. Predictions,regardipg propensity to counterargue

. anditlerogate a source were hot supported and raised questions about the

, .
measurment or conceptualization of the construct.

S.
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(DtVIOLATINGINTERPERSONAL DISTANCING EXPECTATIONS, DISTRACTION AND REWA .

A,
ON SOURCE ATTRACTION, CREDIBILITY AND PERSUASION

.

Two ways individuals are positfd to resist persuasive4ttempts are
,

through counterargument .(1 *source-aerogation. Individuals "may silently

attack the arguments in a persuader's message/or silently criticize the

source on personal.dimensions. In both cases,/the degree of resistance may

be mediated by the presence of external sources of distraction.

Research testing the pffects of distraction.on resisting persuasioh

has often resorted to rathedr e xtreme and contrived operatibnalizations to

insure that distraction was actually induced. It litls taken such forms as

flashing lights, heckling, movies or'slides presented simultaneously with

4 1

the message,.eating, irrelevant tasks and experimental instructions to
.4

direct eyttention elsewhere. The messages ave.also usually been presented

on audiotape or videotape. The result 4iwnonly has been to create conditions
0

that have negligible isomorphism with ormal interpersonal communication con-

texis. It would seem profitable for communication.researchers, at least, to

shift the focus to more natural, realistic sources of distraction that are

inherefit in a.social interaction.

r°
One such possible source of distractia is conversational distance.

Every face-to-face encounter involves a distance between interactants which

is heavily norm-governed, can be systematically varied, is often manipulated

with intent, and frequently conveys relational messages. Research bps also

confirmed that people exhibit strong, often anxious, reactions to distance

c hanges, particularly when their expectations have been violated, Conversa-

,

tional distance is theref6re an inherently present nonverbal vaiiable that
.

has great potential as a distractos.
. 0

A second class of nonverbal variables that may serve as intrinsic dis-

traotoxs .is the featurPs of the persuader's self-presentation--such things

11
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as appearance And,demeanor. Individuals who are exceptionally unattractive

or use strange mannerisms,"for ins

4,

highly attractive, highly skilled

nce, may

speakers.

distract the listener; so Ivey

What should bte of iliterest in

the resistance to persuasion,paradigm is which source character stics are'

1

potential ,distractors and whether such distractors inhibit or faciritate

counterarguing and source deiogation.

0
.

This article is 4esigned to explore the possible role-iof nonVerbal

variables as intririsic sources of distracticin in persuásion'contexts and

their relationship to the resistag, process. First the distraction litera-

tdre will be revieped, then relevant nonverbal coMmunication.literature will

be examined for evidence of distraction potential; and a model advanced of

the relationship of nonverbal distractors to Fersuasion. Finaliw, the re-

sults of an initial test of the prediction9twill be pregented.

In keePing with the recommendations ofAiller and Burgoon that a more

expended view be taken of persuasion,
1 this article will include s persua-

sion outcomes the"perceived credibility'and attractiveness of the peisuader.

This monograph will also focus on persuasipn within the.interpersonal'context.

DISTRACTION AND PERSUASION
011

It has been argued sthat the ability of a message'to be influential is

dependent upon its being received and understood by thle receiver, its proba-

bility of being discredited and the'validity of the argunients% to which the

receiver must yield.
2 Distractive stimuli may affeci all three of thse

facets. According to.Fes ger and Maccoby, the simultaneous presentation
.

of disrUptive stimuli along with a counterattitudinal message enhances the

persuasiveness og the message by interfering with the production of subvocal

counterarguments, the rehearal Of arguments or the derogation of the



.

persuader's character and competence.
3

Baron, Baron and Millethave similarly

argued that distractive sttmuli should facilitate perSluasioriby diViding'the

receiver's attention, disruptiing the screening of informationand inhibiting

the production of counterargumentsi, thus making fhe receiver more susceptible

tq the message: 4 Several investigations have found supdport for increased.

distraction producing increased'susceptibility to counterattitudimft messages.
50P

In these investigations, the inhibition of counterarguing was offered as the
Cp.

explanation.

Since counterarguing is a subvocal, psypholn4cal processiseveral
14.

. .

'41

experiments haVe also been designed to est.iblish whether counteraAitudinal

messages do in fact generate tounterargumentation, whether counterarguihg re-

duces message acceptance and whether distraction interferes with such:internal ,

rebuttal. A study by Brock helped to support the first two critical links

. .

in the underlying logic. His resulAs demonstrated that as a message becomes

more diacrepant from a person's own attitudes, more counterarguments are
A . .

generated, and that increased counterarguing coresponds with less yielding

to the message.
6 Other researchers have supported the third link by con-

.

. firming that distracted subjects generate fewer counterarguments, than nondistracted

subjects,
7 *-

In contrast to the counterargument forrulation of the relatidnship between

distraction and persuasion, an alternative model bas on learning makes

opposite, predictions. As outlined by McGuire, distract on should interfere

with the learning of new arguments, which should lead to less?titude change

because comprehension of fhe.arguments must precede yielding to the message
8

.

In suplcbrt of thois interpretation, several researchers have found either de-

10
,^creases in message acceptance or no effect for distraction and have found

corresponding decreases in fecall In distraction conditions.
11

'
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'The resolution of these conflicting results on distraction and persua-

sion no doubt lies in pari: in'the degkee of the distraction. Even those who

have supported the counterargument formulation
12

have acknowledged that a

istraction must not,be so extreme asto preclude comprehension oi the message.

Wh re the distractibn interferes with learning, J10 attitude change effect can

11.

be xpected. What has teen at issue is how severe a.distraction must be be-
,

fore it truly inhibits the subconscious processing of the information in a

1essa4e; an issue that has not been resolvedf
2

Same additional explanations have been offered for ithe mixed rdSults in

the distraction li,terature. Baron, Baron and Miller have suggested that the

focus of attention m'ay affect results.
13

Consistent with this analysis,

Zimbardo et'al. found that when subjects focused primarily on the message,

attitude change.increased, but-when they focused on the diAtractor (an irrelé-
.

vant task), less attitude 'change obtained.
14 gurgoon, Cohen, Millvr and

Montgomery, taking a different tack, operationalized distraction as concen-

trating on either positive or negative features of the message itself or 'the

source of the message..''They similarly found that ,the focus of attention

makes a.difference:N, subjects who attended to positive characteristics (source

or message centered) initially exhibited more attitude change, but subsequently

4.

shifted back towArd their origlnal position, presumAly due to cOunterarguing,

while those who focused on negatiVe characteristics, and palticularly negative

source characteristics, we're more susceptible to a second persuasive message,

presumably because they had not been motivated to counterargue.
15

The nature

of the distraction, then, appeared to affect the counterarguing process.

Another possible explanation for the mixed ditraction results is the

nature'erf the message itself.. In. the Breitrose, Gardner, and Vohs and Garrett

16
studies, for instance, the failure to find attitude change may have been a



function of a dull or noninvolving message. In a study by,Regan and Cheng,

the complexity of the message emerged as a possible factor: subjects ex-

posed to a simple but unconvincing message changed their attitudes more when

.distracted than not distracted; those exposed to a complex but convincing

message changed their attitudes less when distracted than not distracted.
17

The features of the message itself are therefore no doubt factors determining
4 .

what effect the distraction will have. If the message is low in interest,

too difficult to follow or unpersuasive, the receiver may choose not to

attend to it at all A minimum requirement in any persuasion experiment is

that receivers be motivated to listen to the message.

Yet another explanation for mixed research findings is individual dif-

ferences in motivation to counterargue. It has been suggested that some

individuals have a greater propensity to counterargue a message than-do

.

others.
18

Just as some individuals temd to foctis On the communication source

when processing a persuasive message, others are motivated to focus on the

content. of the message, testing, attacking and refuting arguments contained

in the message. Brandt et al. obtained support for the hypQibetic;hat iAdi-

viduals with a high propensity to counterargue (as pretested by a checklist

of argtents) would be more proneito counterargument production and more

resistant to a communicator's influence than individuals wifth a low propen-

sity to counterargue. Furth they suggested that perceptions of source

credibility were affected by an individual's propensity to. counterargue.

Subjects with a high propensity4to counterargue perceived the message source

as significantly less credible than did their low propensity counterparts.
19

-

This result is"complementary to other findindrthat decreased counterarguing

is associated with competent sources.
41,

These latter findings relate to a final.explanation for the conflicting
A
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results In diftraction experimentsk source deiogation. Is noted in the
A

introduction, an alterndtive to counterarguing in redisting an influence

attempt is to derogate the source of that attempt. The questign, however,

is whether counterarguing and source derogation areActually mutually exclu-

0
sive alternatives or whether they can,occur simultaneously in varying degres.

Festinger and MaCcoby noted that distraction 'should inhibit and

lead to increased susceptihility to persuasion unless the receiver was able to

reject and derogate the communicator.
21 Their position would suggest that'

vi-_counterarguing anio source derogation are mutually excjusiiie alternatives--a

receiver may electleither mode to resist influence. Some research seems to

support this interpretation. Miller and Baron, who, like Festinger and Maccoby

-contend that source derogation is actually a component of counterarguingr con

ducted,fwo studies in whiCh they manipulated credibility and distraction. In

the fiist, distraciion produced'greater attitude change than no distraction

when the source was highly credible (as manipulated by vocabylary and accent);

.it produced no.differeufes when the source was leN credible. Id tbe second

study, credibility differences were induced'prior to the message presentation

in the form of written descriptions. Under that condition, distracted sUb-

jects were less persuaded in both credibility coditions. Miller and Baron

explained the differences in findings by noting that subjects-appeared not to

have perceived the sources as cr9dible_and thetefore two low credibility

conditions existed. Hence, subjects in the high credible/no distraction

condition of the first study were able to resist the mesdhge by counterarguing,

while subjects in the low credible conditions in both studies merely resorted

to source derogution.
22 In keeping with this interpretation, Kiesler and

Mathog have suggested that when exposed to a "barely" credible source, the

individual 'does not need to counterargae, (s)he can rely on sOlurce_derogation

alone to resist the PersuasiW attempt.
23
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While this dua

reasonable,

derogation.

.4,10

. 7 1

alternative approach to resisting influence seems

it also seems plausj.ble that counterarguing could trigger source
1

0 GEL

Tga is, the process of counterarguing might lead the receiver
/ ,..

to derogate the quality of the message and ia turn derogate.the creator of

it ("a source using these'arguments is unqualified to speak on this topic").

If this interpretatPon is valid, rather than n "either-or" relationship

)
between counterarguing and derogation; the two should work in tandem. This

,

\
.

latter i testi;fetption is partially supported by the earlier cited work of

k
Brandt et al.,.who found a high qorrelation between propenisty to counter-

argue and actual negative evaluations of a message source.
24

The results of

4 the Burgoon et al, experiment can also be interpreted as supportive. Sub-

jects who received a negative critical assignment were, like those who.re-
.

ceived no critical assignment, unpersuaded by the first message.. For those

who were critically'evaluating the.source, it.could be argued that theira

it

attentIon to negative characteristics prompted them to derogate the speaker

rather than engage in counterarguing. ,:That they were not motivated to

counterargue.is indicated by their heightened vulnerabiltity to a second message

on the same topic. By contrast, those who initially crti5cally evaluated the

I.

message had to at 1ea1 at;nd tO the arguments, but they may have then dis-

counted.them by discrediting the source that the arguments did motivate

. .

counterafguing is implicit in the finding that those subjects wereo-resistant

to a second message.
25

A plausible interpretation, then, is that subjects

who focUsed on the negative message characteristics may have.begun counter-
. .

arguing but susponded it during the message by shifting to a rejection of the

gource, then later resumed the argument evaluation process. Their resistandt

tethe messages could not be explained by successful counterargument alone

since subjects who focused on both positive and negative ardhments were the
-0



most vulnerable to the message, i.e.", the focus on arguments distracted*them,
0

from, ratber than faCilitated,. counterarguing.

Whichever interpretation Of the reIationshiP Between counterarguing and

source,derogation is correct, it has important implidations for the outcomes

of a persuasive interpersonal encounter, as will be seen shortly.

In sum, the' research and theorizing on distraction and resistance to

persuasion lead to several-important conclusions which can be framed as

propositions.

Pioposition 1: Susceptibility to persuasion is_greatest

under conditions of MODERATt distraction; resistance to

persuasion is greatest under conditions pf EXTREME

distra tion.

--"

Moderate distractions inhibit counterarguing and source derogation. #Extreme

distractions interfere with comprehension and therefore result in maximum

resistance. When no distraction exists, counterarguing may take place but

lil

_
so may same p asioyi.

o

increases.

tPropo ion 2: Under conditions of distraction, suscepti-

bility to Rersdasion is greatest with. a simple but involving 41g.

message; resistance to persuasion is 'greatest with a non-

.
A

involving and/or complex.imessau.

A noninvolving message reduces attention; a4complex one reduces camprehen-

P'
sion. In both cases, thereduced learning means that less persuasion can

0
take place. With a simple yet interesting message, the receiver is motivated .

to.attend, but the presence of distraction prevents adequate counterarguing.

Pruosition 3: Under conditions of distraction, suscep-

tibility to persuasion increases as source credibility

4
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With a hiply credible. source, a. receiver does not haV.e the altern:Itive of

.
\.

e .

, 4 rejeting the message by derogating the source. The only alternative to re-

sist the message is to engage in counterarguing, which is disrupted in the

41.

presence of distraction. The result is increased yi0.din§ tghthe mpssage.
4

Proposition 4: The effectiveness of distraction in in-

ducing greater attitude change increases as the propensqy

to counterargue decreases.

Those who have a high propensity to counterhrgue are assumed to be Ake

'critical and rejectiN in general. If distraction reducds their opportunit14

.4

)
f .

to refute arguments, they can be expected to resort to derogation as an oilt-:

N
3

,
. ..

let for their typically nonreceptiveposture.

Proposition 5: Susceptibility to persuasion is.greateSt
o

when tr:e receiver focusbs attention on positive source

characteriaics,' positive message characteristics or a

combination of positive and negative message character- .

-
.

isticsr resistance to pers asion is greatest wben the

receiver focuses attention on negative message or source
..

characteristics.

The act of concentrating on the arguments of.a speech or the characteristics

of the speaker is distracting. When the focus of attent4rn includes an01 .

.

positive features, derogation of.the speaker is not a viable mode of resist,-

ing influence and since the critical task itself interferes with counter:-

arguing, yielfiling is maximized. When the focus of attention is on negative

source characteristics, counterarguing iS unnecessary; the receivelPhe;d

merely denigrate the source. When the focus is negative message character-
.

istics, some counterarguing may.Be triggered bu is probably suspended in

favor of source deroglOion on-the basis of the quality of the arguments.
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,
These propositions outline some of the key conditions under which dis-

;

'. - .. . .. .

ttaction should and should not lead.to successful persuasion.. Thelnext step.

. .

.,..00- .,
.

.
-..,

.

.

.
.

is tc5 consider nonverbal.variables which mightfunction'as diS.tractors and
,

.
.

satisfy the tther criteria. implicit in the propoiitioni.
t r .

AL, .

V
NONVERBAL .10.RMBLES AS, DISTRACTops

knepafueal sourCe.Of distrac tion present in Al face-to-face intlir

# S"'

. 4
:1,

: pe ' .. ,* . , - . .

.

. /

,...cti6nb a Linterpersona:dist ce ilintei IR.searclhas oMply demonsti'atea,that.4
, .

. *

' . .. !, a.I .' .
. . I t

.
the. behnyiorol level, people ere rOponiive 'bo,chantlei in 'the, disiance

..,.

,.

1/
. I I . .

. . t 4
. 1

.e .,.

adopted between themselves and 'bthers.. 0 4 1
.

.

. .

The greatest volume of research ih thid has Centated on effects of:

personal space violations..Tersonal space has 'been defined%as a "body-'

buffer zone/?6 "the space immediately surkounding an individUal whiFh he

feels to be personal, to belong to himself,"
27

or "an invisible, dynamic,

and transportable space the size of which is governed by the individual's
p.

felt need at any poi:nt in time."
28

The violation.of this "bubble" of space

activates.a number of responses indicative of anxiety or discomfort: The

compensatory and physiological reactions that have been documented -include:
.

0
reductions in eye

body orientation,

manipulations

coneact,

erection

St

threat.stares, increased body lean, changes in

of body or object barriers, increased se;,f

inekeased verbositir, random arm and leg mOvements and other. .

nervpus gestures, increased 0SR, and flight.
29

It is clear that increased .

proximity has arousal value. Other research has found that increased dis-

tance (beyond the,normative di'stance) also results in behavioral changes.
30

It seems reasOnable to conclude that adjustments in

their ability to arouse anxiety or discomfort, have

as distractors, A't least at the subconscious level.

distance, because of-

the potential to serve
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A

a

41.

-*

11
21,

Further research suggedts that changes in conversationar distAce may

:also be distractive at-a conscious level. Aurgoon wit others have argued

0
that Cohirersational distance is a ndnverbal message form that has cleatly

recbgnizable meanings and is often manipulaXed with the intent of coMituni-:

cating those meanings.
31 This'suggesis that people.may be cognizant of

distance, adjustments as they are taking tpl,ace. .Moreover, several .

ititnts have produced.sigAificant chahged in attitudes an,1 evaluations of .

interactants as a result of changes in distancing.
32

The 1..1.icatibn is

that such proxemic changes may do more tilt trigger unconscious, reflexive

." %reacti.ons; they may also involve cognitive processes at a conscious level.

To the extent that they impinge on active thou§ht processes, they may be -....

more powerful soures of distraction
1 /

bothered by another person's deviant
SI

If, for example, an.individual is soN

spacing behavior as to mentally note

it and try to make sense of.it, (s)he should be more distracted from the

other person's message than if (s)he subconsciousfy'registered discomfort

and. ad6usted to the deviant distance.

A second potential source of. nonverbal distraction is an indiiridual's

self-presentation zir H.front"- -those aspects of appearance add demeanor that

people modify and monitor to create various impressions.
33

Not all aspe.cts

oepersonal appearance and behavior are controlled or controllIble, but

they all still contribute to the ov4rall image being Conveyed. *That such,

elements of ohT's nonverbal repertoire can be distracting seems obviou'S.

It is a commonplace that some people are.so utterly Attractive or hohely

that their appearance distracts others from what they are saying. Similarly,

people may engage,in pleasant or unpleasant social behaviors that draw_

attention away from the content of a message and toward the interpersonal

relationship. Flirtatious behavior, for itstanceYdemands consideratibn of,

1
i,

SI
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its meaning and dirqcts attention to the relatidnal rather than the sub-

.

stantive components,la mesage. .
I -

J
,.

,. A , 1

To thIlextent *that one actively controls one's front--for examdple

.taking 1:einstaking caie with grooming and,-dress--those'nonverbal behaviors

4 become.messa4es like conversational dfstance and heighten the poisibility 41

;

that.they will.be decod0 as *ell: as encoded in a conscious manner. Hen
. riP

k 'the greater opportunity to be distracting: '

Ir
Research on the role of these nonverbal behaviors in dbonferring r

..

sistance tO persuasion or overcoming it is sparse. Albert and Dabbs jhad ,a

"hosti-le" persuader (speaking against the receiver's beliefs) address fhe

receiver from three distances which had been preteated on comforts' uncom-

4

fortably close (one to two feet), average (five to six f4et) andbuncamfort-

ably far (fourteen to fifteen feet). They found less attitude change in

-

the close than the average and,far distances. Filevant to distraction,

they also found that attention at both.the close andlfar distanCes was

34
focused on the speaker's physical appearance. , Distance deviations, then,

,

apparently distracted from the message, and attention cèntered,on another

available distractor, appearance. Another experiment by Garner similarly

found less persuasion at an extremely close distance (less than six inches).
35

\
' A third study by Riess manipulated seated Aistance and subjects' focus on the

persuader: subjects:we're instructed to either att*ndato the'status, exper-

tise or attractiveness of the persuader. Distance was operatfonalized as

falling within Hall's social-consultative zone (3.5 to 7 feet),36 and al-

though nè 'significant results were found for distance, a trend was obtained

whereby perceived persuasiveness increased as distance increased, but only

in the status-focus condition.
37

Finally, in two studies involving distance

as one of several nonverbal variables, Mehrabian and Williams found that
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subjects did not adopt significantly'different distances when asked to en-
.

code a persuasive message, but that an Timmediate di:starice".(four feet)

"38 .
was decoded as Mo re per-SuasiVie:tihan-a-"nonimmediate distance" 412 feet):

- It is diffIcuft tO iintegrate these disparate findingS. FirSte ,ex-

planations for the results differed from tudytc, stUdy'and were often

elabOr'ated on a post hoc basis. Albert and Dabbs explained their findings

. . . .,.. .

in tetms of rbactance theOry,.mehrabian and Williams relied on ihe conCept
. . . . . 1

*
.

.
1

1

.
I

of immediacy, Riess developed his own formulation based'on iimpression manage- T
.1

ment, and darner cited source derogation as an,explanation for negative 11

%.
. .

effects in the invasion condition (an expectation not borne out by his cred-

ibility results). There is thus no common thread connectin9 the underlying

logic of these studies. Second, the pattern of results cannot be eas'ay

1

.
synthesized because of theldisparity.in actual distances and range of dis- I

, .

-

ces used. At the close end; distances ranged from less than six inches

o four feet, while the far distances employed varied from about tour feet

to fifteen feet. The Garner and Riess-experiments also covered a more re-
.

stricted range of distances than the others Additionally, the Reiss

distances fell within a normal conversational range, reducing the likeli-

hood that they.were noticea4e or distracting. Third, the reliance on

structured interaction distances in all but the Mehrabian ana Williams

encoding study exacerbates interpretation of the impact of eaCh distance.

THe complex nature of the norm's governing conversational distance produce%

high priability in distancing expectations across dyads. What is a com-

fortable, normative distance for one pair may be too close for the ilext and

too far for yet a next. A given distance such as two feet cannot be defini-

tively deblared uncomfortable because it will not be consistently so across

o
people. Consequently, it cannot be determined what distances in the previous
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investigations might have.qualifies as distracting. Finally, all the _pre-

vious studies omitted detailed descriptions of the confederates. Without
.

knowing how attractive the'confederates were, sccially and pWsically, with-.

out knowing their a9e and_stAus relative to the subject, and.without knowing

. .

-their communication styles, it is pot possible to draw sound conclusicns
,

.

.
about the, relatidhship of distaibe to distraotion.and-persuasion. -.The.per-%

A

.

sonal characteristic§ of a cpnfederate can iignifickntly iralutnáe whether.
.

1 ..

. .
.

._

. . .r ,
.

. , . ,
.- , .

._

.
that confederateschoice of distance is responded to ,in.a: pko,Sitive or nega-'

,!?
.

.

tive manner.
39.Conflicting findings in the previous studkrs might therefore

be accounted for by differences among the .ponfederates, bUt this cannot be

determined without more information.
.

As for the role of,personal frolt in creating a distraction and ip-
.

creasing susceptibility to persuasion, even less is known. Almost all theories

inthrperIonal attraction predict that a source's attractiveness enhances the

efficacy of his or her persUasive message,
40 '64 research has confirmed that

4 1
greater attracitiveness fosters greater attitu4g.4change, but tkplanations

of the effect have relied on the value of attractiventss as'a reward, an in-
,

ducement to cooperativeness and so forth, rather than its distractive potential.

Other than the implicit support

Miller and Montgomery studies,
42

from the Albert, and

we are aware of no

distracting influence of source characteristiCS.

Dabbs, and Burgoon, Cohen,

empirical evidence of the

It is clear that neither a theoretical.nor empirical bise'exists.fram

which to make direct predictions about'the relationships among nonverbal

source characteristics,.distraction and persuasion. However, a theoretical*

formulation does exist wilich, when reanalyzed from a distraction perspective,

can provide the basis for deriving hypotheses.

of violation§ of personal space expectations, originated by Burgoon and Jones .

and extended by Burgoon.
43

'that formulation is the model

0

v21
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a leo

15 4.

.
,

The model, designed to predict the effects of devi tions froi cOnver-/
?

.
. ,

. .
.

)1/

satiMel distance norms on communication outcomeA,.begins/with the premise

' A

that distances adoptedior conversation are highOrnorm-goverAed and that .

- individuals develop expectations alD;out What distftnces will be adot4ed, based
%

ma

on the norms. and any'know1ed6e they have of the other perslip's idios cra-
,

, 4
..

.
. .

A. d .

t
sies. The effects of violating those expectations arc hypotheslz to be a

. . `,._ .

.

.-
.

.

.
function of three factors:.' 1) the net reward valence of the initiator (the:
.A .

a 4 .

interactait whosedeviatfons are eXaMined for their impact on a reactant),
.

2T the diregbion.of deviation (farther'or closer) and 3) the amOunt of

. ,

deviation. Reward valence is a function of-such things as't e initiator's
1

A

attractiveness, statUs, credibility and power and the use ot social rewards

and punishments such as praise or criticsm. The combination of the various

forms of reward and punishment results in a net reward 4lue for the initia-
.

tor. Initiators with high-reward value are ekpected yo.achieve optipal

communication outcomes (including greater persuasion/ credibility and attrac-

tion) by deviating trom expectations, while initiayors with low reward value

are predicted to obtain more negative results thp more they deviate. \In the

original moidel, it was predicted-that the optim4 deviqtion for the high re-
.

5

ward initiator would be somewhat,closerkhan 'he norm and tht. extremely °

0(close distances or deviations.farther than t e norm would produce negative

results. Based on their recent findings, rgoon, Siacks and Woodall have

since suggested that the Model be revised such that any deviation by a re-

/

warding.initiator produces better outcomes than conforming to the norm.
44

.Unresolved is whether distance deviations can become so extreme as to turn

counterproductive. Thee original assumption, that at some point a threat

threshold is reached beyond which reactions to a violatison becomejaore

negative, 'has yet to be pufficiently jupported by the research.
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.

The -relevance of thisjmodel to nonverbal distraciiOn and persuasion rs .A

.

e

4kofold. Flrst, the 16odea is predicated on the assumptioWthat violation

4

of conversational distance expectations are arousingi an assumption that ib
a

. lb .
A

bolstered by the earlier cited ;;esearch on the behaVioral4kanifes'tations

.

.

me,t

associated with dlstance changes. It is plausible that.thefheightened acti-

i u

vity is accompanied.by increased monitoring of the'self or.the environment-
.

o .

.

t _
* ,

'...* to determdne the locus of the arousal. In this manner, atterittgon may be'

.. .

. .

,
.. .0

deflected away from the content of the Message anci'toward personal coppidera-
.

tipns. Second, the exact relationghip betieen the distance distraction and

vulnerability to persuasion would then depend on the nature of the initlator,
,

as specified in the Model. With rewarding initiators, attention might be

further diverted by the presence of social rewards. The focus.on the non-

verbal relational messages being exchanged would inhibit counterarguing,

making the reactant more vulnerable to the verbal persuasive message. At

the same time, derogition would be precluded and the positiveAnitLtor

characteristics would further reinforce acceptance df the messagg, in keeping:

with Proposition 3. Conversely, for ndhre warding initiators th4dIstance

4',Nriolation might initially be distracting and shift attention to .01ational

conO.derations, but the combination of negative personal characteristics and

4

aberrant distancing behavior would then activate source derogation. In both

cases, the more pronounced the deviation became, the'more positive or.nega-

tive the effects would be, thus cOnforming to the predictions of the model.

%Conceivably, a highly extreme deviation might become so distracting that it

inteifered with learning, thereby preventing any attitude.change freak occur-

-4

ring. This would lead to predictions consistent with Proposition 1 and

similar fb those in the original Burgoon-Jones model. 'However, it seems un-

likely that distance deviations or sourCe characteristics could be.so extreme

1
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,

as to totally interfer with the reception Of asMeSsacie. 'It must be remem- 46..
. .

, 4
,

1Ared that greater ;e istahce to persuasion is only predicted when

distractions Are'so 4ctreme 'as to preclude reception or comprehensiOn-of

.

the message. .It isfrossibe .that certain environmental stimuli or iihysical

.
ypasks are caRable severe* disrupting the heaving and processing Of a

\
,

message, but in arconversationar context, the r&eiver is forced to main-

'. . ..

.
tain some'att4iit on tb the message if only tp be prepared to take his.or her

. . , . .

! c

turn in the lOn rsation. It is therefore doubtful tbat a &lenge in dis-'
.

,.y,

tancing or:t4 of highly attradtivevor unattracrtive personal

,

characteriStics could-totally distract the receiver's attention from the

task illend, except in th4' most unusual of circumstances. At any rate,

ating the point at which that dthigree of distraction might be achieved

is beyond our present state of knowledge and prob;bly will only be ascer-i

tained through empirica l testing.

One other aspect of distraction mit covered by the model is receiver

ptopensity to coUnterargue. Thb model does not consider characteriStics of
a

theCreceiver except as they involve definitions of the expected distanbe or

. ,

tbe reward valence of the initiator relative to the receiver. Howevyr,

based on Proposition 4, it seems reasonable to predict that people with a

h1gh propensity to counterargue will px ±I 1e with a low propensity to

Counterargue in conforming to the cyrvilinear rel tionships proposed in the

tliodel,-butthat they will be more resistant to peisuasion and more prone to
,

t derogation acroSs the board.
,

16C4 I

I

*HYPOTHESES

Based dn the propositions outlined earlier-and'the application of the
4

el of violations Of distancing expectations to distraction, a number of

,

theses coula be derived. As a first, test of this new formulation, it



(.
was Oecided to Unlit reward to physical attsractiveness, since iV is a well-

established form of rew4rd, &id to include as indices of persuasion attitude

change, ratings of crbdibility and attraction. Hence, the following hypo-

.

theses were selected Or-testing:
-

Hypothesis l':* The 4reater.aw initiator's physical attract-

1
iVeness, the greater the nessag acceptance, assigned

,

. .
4

4

credibility and ittractio4-by

Hypothesis 2: Givdn ehighly.
-

the reactant..:
S.

a4ractiv9 initiator', message

4.1t

acceptance, assigned.credibility and'attractiori by the

reactant will increase as the initiator increases devi'a-

tionsl from the expected distance.

Hypothesis:3: Given an unattractive initiator, wessage

acceptance, assigned credibility and atttactiin bir the

reactant will decT.,.p. as the Initiator inóreases

deviatiOns from the expected distance.

Hypotheses 4: As the
(
piopensity to counterargue increa-ses,

.resistance to persuasion will increase.

Hypothesis 5: As the propensity to derogate increases, re-
.

sistance to persuadlon will increase.

METHOD

Subjects.and Confederates

s.

SubjeAs were 350 undergraduate students enrolled in speech courses

if*

who participated either voluntarily or for class credit. Of that total, 287

were experimental subjects, the remainder, control subjects.
9

The confederates were two male and two female volunteers enrolled.in

nonverbal-coMMunicapion courses. Initially, twelve volunteers were chosen

by the .experimenter on the basid of their variability in physical attrac-
.

tiveness. The twelve were asked to'appear before 35 students enrolled in an
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upper division speech course, who rated them on a' series of physical attrac-

tioh subscales developed by McCroskey and Mclin.415.tiolunteers were asked

to appear as they normally ,so that their dress and grooming reflected

' their typical self-presentation. The ratings were submitted to an analysis

of variance and.comparea with t-teststo select as t1e final four qpnfed-,

erates tmo.males'and two females Ahose score's were si nificantly different
-

..

from one another and-represented a full range of attractivenesS.'.
.

.

. . f...Am
$-. s-

. .
.

Independent Ipasures
,

There were three independent variables in this investigation: physical

attractiveness, distance and propensity to counterargue. Physical attractive-

ness was operationalized as the ranking each confederate received on ,physical

attraction. To insure that each confederate's self-presentation remained .

I.

conqtant, the confederates wore the same clothes and accessories and the
4

women used the same drree of make-up for all experimental sessions.

Distance was operationalized as the thigh-to-,thigh seated distance bez

tween the confederate and subject. As a ba 's of compafison with previous

studies, four different distance conditions were employed:.., far, norm, close

and threat. Instead of using structured interaction distances, subjects'

_

were allowed to establish their own preferred distances from the confederates.

This distance, presumabAy a reflection of the norms relevant to that pair,
I

became the normative distance kor those subjects assigned the norm conditioA.

For those assigned the far or close cond.itions, the confederate subsequently

moved 18 inches closer or 18 inches farther than the established norm. For

the threat distance, the confederate moved to within three inches of the

-subject, a distance that is well within that classified as an invasion of
,

personal space and thzeat-provoking. Analytically, distance was treated

both as a categorical variable with four lev.els (threat, closet norm and far)
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end as a continuous variable/ defined as the actual distance adopted by the

subject ptus or minus the confederate's deviation. The treatment of dis-

tance as four levels was used to identify means for use in interpretation of

L. a

the hypothesis.- fihe continuous treatment provided a mord sensitive test of

the hypothesis. The actual.distances adopted by subjectsoranged from ono to
j- o

forty-seven inches, indicating that sublects did not feel constrained to .

.C-
adopt any Particulai distance.

Subjects' propensity to oounerargue was.measured by using the .14e

checklist technique reported by Brandt et al.," which was desi4ned to tap
4

the content dimension of counterarguing. Additionally, items were added to

measure subjects' motivation to derogate the message source. To begin with,

40,

thirty propositional statements were pretested, each relating to a different

.topic, to determine which were most.discrepant from.held beliefb. Sixty-five

undergraduates served as pretest subjects. Each responded to the statements

0
on three sets of scales: I) a seven-point interval scale bdunded by "strongly

agree" and "strongly disagree;" 2) a set of four .semantic differential scales

-47 ,

to evaluative dimension of meaning, and 3) the Known ,Interval

Scale,.a scale derived from successive interval scaling that has standardized

values for its 11 adj.ective anchffs.
48 The first scale items wbre idoxiticai

to those used .by Brandt, et al.; the second and third were included to see

if results would differ.
;

d on subjects' responses, the folloying six

topics were chosen as,mes belief discrepant: 1) "The State University

System should redesig4te areas of study to different universities, i.e.,

should only be allowed to offer hard sciences,

4.

only social sciences,'

only management and marketing, etc.;" 2) "24-hour visitation in dormi-

tories should be abolished at this university;" 3) "Search and seizure limits

r"

on police should be abolished;" 4) "The purpose of the university 'should be

loTimarily research-oriented-with teaching at best a secondary orientation;"

4
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.5) "There should be an imm4diate tUition increase'at this uniyelpity;" and

6) "The s aie of beroIn in th e United States should be legalized." The six

topics were chosen because they yielded means of 2.1 or less on the belief.

scale (on a one to seven.scale), responses were highly skewed in the direc-

,10

tion of opposition andAhe three sets of sdales vere highly correlated.

0

Five of the topics wexe then selected for inclusion in the.propensity

1\\:..measure and the remaining topic wa§ used for the ac%ual message (legalize.-

tion of heroin). Twelve,supportive arguments for each of the five topics

0

were then generated from various sources (e.g., debate files, speeches,

newspapers). Additionally, ten phrases were added which sepresented deroga-

tory or delamatory statements of a source using these arguments (e.g., "a

- .

source who uses such arguments is obviously in mpetent"). These were

interspersed with four positive statements about the souroe so that subjects

would be less likely to recognize their purpo4e. The arguments and deroga-

tion statements were ordered in a check-list format under the appropriate

toplc, with the source derogation list appearing after the content list.

Responses were converted to percentage scores, as done by Brandt et al.

Because Brandt et al. made no assumptions concerni g the dimenmlionality

of their instrument and because a second set of items had been added, esti-

mates of internal reliability were computed for each topic and derogation

scale. The estimates were computed by the Kuder-Richardson
Formula 20 for

dichotomous data.
49

Reliabilities obtained were- .59, .)72, .54, -.75 and .75

for each of the five sets of arguments respectively. Reliabilities for the

source derogation scales.were. .59, .75, .80, .72 and .77 respect4yely.

Crdnbach's coefficient alpha was then computed to determine subjects' fre-

quency of acceptance-rejection across
topics for each set of items.

50

Coefficient alphas of .69 and .54 were obtained for the content and souve.

derogation measures respectively. Reliability estimates were lower than
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expected, foreshadowing problems with subsequent analyses.

As a measure of external validity, a separate sample of subjects (n=29)
.1;

was administered the propensity to counterargue/derogate checklist, exposgd

to a randomly selected recording of the experimental message,

to react to the message in essay form. Statements Were then

and requested

1
categorized

according to whether they mere content- or source-driented'and were counted.

-

The numper of statements 4as then correlated with the subjects' scores on

the propensity measures. 'Because the experimental message was heard Before

0

the essay was written, it was expected that the correlation between the num-
.

ber of counterarguments and derogatory statements would be high for the

essay measure. The obtained correlation (r=.82, p< .05) indicates the

,

statements were related. However, the correlations between-the statements

and the propensity measures were low and nonsignificant (.05 for counter-

arguing and .09 for derogation), again casting doubt on the methOd for

measuring counterarguing and de'rogation.

Experimental Message ,

The topic of the persuasive message argued kn favorhof the.legaliza-

ilition o

l

'oin in the United States. The.message was written by graduate

student a previous study
51 and found to be extremely persuasive. The

message conTned 491 total words with an average sentence length of 21.20

words. Comprehension was raEed as extremely high, with a Contingency Index

of 6.65. The Gunning-Fog Readability Index indicated the readability of

the message was comprehendable to those with over 12yyears of formal educa-

tion. Since the intensity*of the language used in a message has been demon-

4
strated to affect attitude change, the 'message was created to be.moderately

intense, with highly intense metaphors and extreme adverbial qualification

not used.

t)
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The Message was messiori;ed-by each confederate. It was'rehearsed until .

.

a vergatim delivery of approximately tipe same rate was reached. The message

p .) a

took approximately three and one half minutes to' deliv.er. 'To insure that
.0

. 2.... :,-.. A ' .. .

_. .
.

'15the messages did not differ acrqss distan and reward conditions, all
.

. . S.
.. . v. .

. * '.-
.

. .

messages,wereNtaped'via/4 two -way. speaker System withbut the khowledge of
, . .

.../
* .

n
..

..
- 5

the confederalle,tand one message from eacb. confederate was rondomly *selected,
.

. .

These mesiigelewere rited by ZO unddigraduates on.credibilifY and aititude

4.;.5-1-110-cales. Mean ratings were. then compared to de-termine if any systematic -

.-

'11V--Nt.
'variation' had occurred. No significant differences w4re found. Additionally,

yk,

six tapes'per Oddifederate were randomly selected and timed. No significant
*

differences were faind Tor length of message either between or within

confederates. I.

4

Depenaent MeaSures

There vere three'dependent measures in this investigations source
A

credibility,.source attraction and attitude. Additionally, two distraction

measures were added as manipthation checks. Subjects rated the confederates

on credibility, via fifteen semantic differential scale? which Reasure peer

credibility.
52

'Altogether five dimensions were tapped: coapetAce, charac-
.

ter, composure, extroversion and sociability. Attraoflt s measured by a

series of twelve Likert-type statements that reflect physioal, socl and

task attraction..
53 $eparate dimension scores were used as the dependent

measures for attraction and credibility. Attitude was measured with the.

same two scales plus the same scales used. for the attitude pretest: the

four evaluative items suggested.by Osgood, Simi and Tannenbauwarid the

Known InOrv1,1 Scale (KIS).
54 The correlation between the two attitude

scales was .86 (p< .05).
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A self-ieport,measure on distraction was used to establish if the

distance deviatiOns were distracting. The check, on distraction which should

have occurred in the experimental setting, consisted of five.seven-iiiterval--

..

15

semantic differential it s bounded by the aOjective pairs, "calm-anxious,"

'

"comfortable-uncomfortabl ," "distracted-not distracted," "relaxed-tense"

and "attentive-inattentive." The 6calés were submitied to factor analysis

with varimax rotation, which produced one factor with all five scales

loading gkeater than .60. .

Experimental Procedures

Two weeks prior to the experiment, students enrolled,in sophomore and

junior level speech clases completedthe pro nsity to counterargue/derogate

measuie. Results indicated a mean of 65.7 percent rejection, with a stand-

ard deviation of 14.45.

Following traiAing at the confederates, subject6 were asked to report

to a room to participate in a study on coverbal word use. The room, which

was equipped with'a two-way speaier system that petmitted audio-taping, had .

the appearance of a clinic waiting room. It was carpeted and arranged with
4

,

a row of armless, padded chrome chairs which, when placed side-by-side,

formed a bench-like surface that occupied most of the wall. Three identi-

cally furnished rooms were countert;alanced within the design.

Prior to enteririg the room, subjects were paired with a confederate

informed that a short delay had occurred and told that Oley would be place&

in a "waiting room." In each case the confederate entered the rooni fikst

and sat at the far end of the ben& approximately 20 inches from the end.

Tie subject then took a seat, and an asistant 16ilded each ad informed con-

sent form to be completed. The subject's form indicated7the nature of the

coverbal iriterview which was to take place and asked that (s)he sigri the

-.!
40

4.
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form. The.ccmfederatels form accomplished two taskst. 1) it allowed him/

her to.record the norTative distake adopted by the subject.on the form and

':2) it contained the assigned distance. condition (s)he was to adopt. Once

the forms were completedthe assistant collected them and informed the pair,

that (s)he Would be back shortly. After a few seconds, the confederate

stood up, crossed the rooM and closed the door, wbich the'assistant had

accidentlyr-left ajar. ,Upon returning-/(s)he,adopted the assigned distance

condition. Once seated, the confederate inquired whether or not the sub-
..

ject was.enrolled in a speech course and4whether (s)he was taking public

4 speaking. The confederate then stated that (s)he had-to deliver a memorized

4.
speich in class (indicating that the topic (s)he had chosen was from a sur-

vey filled out earlier in the course) and asked if (s) he might practice it
40

op the subject., All but three subiects agreed to hear the speech (the three
I.

who did not were in threat conditions and immediately crossed Ube room, re-

fusins.to cooperate).

During,the message presentation all other nonverbal behaviors were-

kept constant: Eye contact was practiced and maintained at a Xifty ,percent

rate of gaze; the sal body angle and orientation were maintained by each

confederate at aill distance conditions..
4

Following the mesSage, the subject and confederate were taken to sepa-

rate rooms. While the subiect reported to the next room, the confederate
-

exited from the area by Means of a baok stairway and returned to the origi-
.

nal starting sition. 'Once in the room, the subject was informed that since
.

J.

the study wa atesigned to explore "the interface betwe'n humans and machines
,

versus the interface between humans and humans," the experimenters needed

some information about fhe subject and the person with whom (s)he had been

waitin4 befbre proceeding with the remainder of the experiment; Subjects
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*welled to believe that they might be paired with the other person for the

next task. They then completed the source credibility scales, the attrac-
.

tion scales, the first distraction manipulation check, and the attitude IV"

statement, which was inserted among five,other statements. It was explained

to subjects that the attitude section was not part of the current ex0eri-

ment, but was included for someone else oollecting survey dafa on campus.

It was hoped that/the subject would equate this section with the survey

mymigzied earlier by the confederate. Additionally, subjects were informed

41at they did not have-to complete the survey, but tha,t it would help the

other researchers if they did.'

Following completion of the dependent measures, the subject then re-

ported to a second room And was partially debiiefed. All sUbjects were

then debrlefed and sworn to secrecy. 4

Additionally, a control group of 34 subjects responded to the attitude

scales but received no exposure to'the experimental message.

manipulation Checks

RESULTS

.

4

T.

dm

As a check on whether the message was persuasive, the attitude'scores

of the control group, which received no message, were compared to those of

the experimental groups. Analyses of variance yielded significant F-values

(F = 15.08; df = 31.8; p < .05 for the KIS meaSure, F = 12.24; df = 2,318;

,p < .05 for the semantic differential). Dunnett's t-test comparisons to

the control group revealed that attitude scores .were hig4er for'all experfr

mental conditions except for the least actractive confederate.
55

(Means

appear in Table 1.) These results were taken as support of the persuasive-

ness of the experimental message.
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Because the gpOtheses were predicated on'ihe assumption that:distance

1,Fo1ations and physical attractiveness can serve as sources of distraction,

4.

a critical check in this expeiiment was whether distraction varied across

conditions. A multiple regression of distraction op reward (treated as a

continuous variable), distance (treated as a continuous variable)4itance

by reward, propensity.to counterargue and source derogation prod)wed,signifi-

cant effects for distance (F = 5.99; df = 1,280; p < .105), reward (F = 7.99;

df = 1,280; p < '.05), and propensity' to countbrargue (F = 3.07; df =1,280;

p < .05). The means, calculated for the four distance conditions, were

14.61 for threat, 12C93 for close, 13.64 for norm and 14.72 for far, indicat-'

ing greater distraction in the two extreme cond,itions as expected. For

reward, the medhs for the four confederates, in descending'order of attractive-

ness, were 13.77, 13.02, 13.49, and 15.60, indicSting greatest distraction-

with the'least attractive interviewer, followed by the lubt attractive.- While

the means conformed to expectations, they were all below the midpoint of the

scale; thus.neither the distance manipulation nor attractiveness caused a

severe distraction, and certainly not one sufficient to impairipearning of

the message.

Another assumption from the rationale was that subjects with a greater

propensity to counterargue and derogate would be .generally more.negative to-

-
ward a message source. Multiple regressions identical to those used to test

distraction tested the effects of each propensity measure on evaluations of

the confederates. F'or counterarguing, significant effects obtained for

composure (F = 9.72; df = 1,280; p < .05), and task attraction (F = 6.92;

df = 1,280; p < .05), and trends obtained for competence (F = 3.55; df = 1,280i

p < .10), and character (F = 3.50; df = 1,280; p < .10). For source deroga-

tion, significant effects obtained for sociability (F = 7.15; df = 1,280L

p < .05) and social attraction CF = 5.84; df = 1,280; p < .05) and a trend

vio
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'for character (F = 3.12;'df = 1,280; p < .10). An examination of the beta

weights indicated that, contrary to expectations, greater counterarguing and.
0

derogation correlated' with more positive evaluations of the source in all

cases. These findings, coupled with the low reliability data and failure of

' the essay-generated argumentation to correlate with the.propensity meAsures,

' cast further doxiBt on their validity.

The final manipulation check was designed to reconfirm the differences

across confederates in physical attractiveness. Accordingly, the results

on the physical dimension of,attraction were.treated as a manipulation check.

An analysis of variance produced results consistent with the pretest on'

attractiveness; there was a significant effect for'reward (F = 39.05; di =

3.284; p < .05 and the meansfwere in the correct rank order (22.62, 18.47,

16.58, and 14.08).

Hypothesis One

The first'hypothesis, which predicted that message acceptance, cr1dibil-
8

ity and attraction would increase with physical attractiveness (reward); was

eested with a multivariate analysis of variance of reward and sex of subject

on the two attitude measures, the five dimensions of credibility and the

remaining two dimensions of attraction (excluding physical attraction, which

was treated as.a manipulation cpeck). Sex was included as a blocking variable.

The analysis produced a significant,multivariate main effect for reward

(Wilks = .683 approximate F = 4,09; df = 27,792; p < .05). Univariate'F-tests

'also revealed significant effects for all dependent measures excepethe tWo

attitude measures and the character dimension of credibility, which showed

a trendi(p < .10), The means, reported in Table 1, revealed that for all

significant dependent variables, the means weie in proper rank order for

the second through fourth confederates, with the least attractive confederate
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always receiving much lower ratings than the other three; however, the

other three were often rated similarly and the most physically attractive

r\
confederate received lower ratings on credibility than did the second most

lm,

attractive confederate.. Thus, while the results Yargely confirmed

Hypothesis 1, they showed that other elements in the demeanor of confed=

erates two and three were partly comperisating for their lower phisical

attractiveness to produce favorable evaluations. These findings meant that

only the fourth confederate cciuld be legitimately regarded as representing

low reward for the tesf of Hy0Othesis 3.

There were no significant effects for,sex in the analysis:

Hypotheses Two and Three

The second hypothesisWhiCh posited that for an attractive interviewer,

message acceptance, credibility and attraction would increase with viola-

tions from distancing expectations, was initially tested with a multivariate

analysis of variance of reward (data for the two most attractive inter-
..

viewers) on tile sane dependent mea4ures as Hypothesis 1, plus physical attrac-

.

tion. The multivariate and univariate F-tests failed to produce any .

' significant effects. The hypothesis.was then tested with separate multiple

regressions for each of the two confederates, using distance as a continuous

variable, entered into the model as a polynomial equation with linear, quad-

P

ratic and cubic terms. It was expected that ihis analysis, while losing-

some power by halving the degrges of freedom, would provide a more sensitive

test of distance effects.and would reveal any differences between the two

confederates. For the most attractive confederate, only trends were un-
a

covered:, for composure, a quadratic relationship (F = 3.03; df = 1,70;

p < .10); for extroversion, a linear relationship (F = 3.77; df =

R < .10); torOysical attraction, a linear relationship (F = 2.83;
t

df = 1,71; p < .10); and for.the KIS measure of message acceptance, another
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linear relationship\OF = 2.87; df = 1,70; p < 140). For the second con-.

federate, there was a significant nonlinear relationship for social attrac-
.

tion, linear (F = 3.80; df = 1,62; p < .10), qualratic (F = 4.97; df. = 1,62;

p < .05), cubic ('F = 5,84; df = 1,62; p < .05); a nonlinear trend for
(4

campetence, linear (F = 3.57; df = 1,62; p < .10), qUadratic (F = 3.55;

df = 1462; p < .10); and a linear trend for sociability (F = 3.48; ,df = 1,64;

p < .10). . The cell means, reported in Table 1, reveal that in all cases, the

. configuration of means either conformed to the.hypothesized relationship or

the extreme distances produded the most positive effects, a finding also

1

'partially supportive of the hypothesis, These results were taken as marginal

suppbrt of the hypothesis.

The third hypothesis, which posited that unattractive individuals would

achieve optimal results by c4nforMing tb distancing expectations (the normi,'

was similarly tested with a multivariate analySiS of variance and multiple'

regressions. However, only data from the least attractive interviewer were

used. The analyses failed to 'produce any significant effects.

Because of the necessity of analyzing data for each confederate sepa-

rately, it was important to examine the power of tliese tests. Previous

research had led to the expectation that distance alterations by ihemselves

would only produce Small effects, both because they are only one of several

variables and because they are a less noticed element in an ongoing inter-

action.' Consequently, power was examined for the ability to detect.a small

effect size (.20). Thd coefficients were found to be rather low (,39 and

below), providing a partial explanation of the nonsignificant results.

Hypotheais Four and Five

Tbe fourth and fifth hypoti)eses predicted propensity to counterargue

-and to derogate the source would be associated with- greater resi.stance to

persuasion (less message acceptance). A Aultivariate multiple regression,

3



regressing the two attitude measures on the two propensity measure% failed

to produce sighificant effects; a re;"&t anticipated from the reliability

coefficients obtained earlier.

;

,

DISCUSSION

A number of important conclusions can be drawn from this investigation,

both from the significant and nonsignificant findings. tirst, the manipula-

tion checks on distraction deMonstrated that distance violations and physical

attractiveneis can serve as moderate sources of distraction. Given the

rather bilef exposure that sUbjects had tto the confederate and the somewhat
. 0

contrived nature of the experiment, these findings imply that under more

natural interaction conditions, conversational distance violations and
111=1,

elements. of self-presentation can be effectively utilized to distract/Tv

receive5""Moreover, thosl violations apparently carry positive connotations

when committed by an attractive individual as they translate into higher

ratings on same dimensions of credibility and attraction. Finally, in keep--

ing with Propositions 3,and 5, there 4s modest evidence that these'positive

forms of distraction lead to greater susceptibility to persuasion.

That the effects for distraction are not more dramatic on message

acceptance and source evaluations is disappointing but explainable. First,

extremes in attractiveness were not reprernted in this experiment, parti-

cularly at the low end. The lowest physical attraction score was only two

points below the midpoint of the scale. Moreover, the means on social and

task attraction revealed that the second and third confederates were highly

similar to the first confederate in their ratings. Thus, aspects of their

demeanor compensated for the lower physical attractiveness, making the

three of them highly similar on composite attractiveness. The result wds

that the distance hypotheses, which depended on extremes in attractiveness



for the distinctly different curviline4 relationships to obtain, did not

receive the most fair test, especially the low reward condition. This

.interpretation is bolstered by the fact that previous experiments have had

relatively con&stent and significant findings in the low reward condition.

Second, as has been noted in previous laboratory experiments on distance

violations, the use of seated distances ind the lalooratorwsetting itself

may mitigate against,finding more than marginal effects for distance viola-

tions. 'More naturalistic tests are needed. It also may be advisable to

manipulate not just distance alone &it several nonverbal.cues that communi-
.

.cate physical and psychological closeness or distance. Argyle arld Dean's

equilibrium theory
56% would suggest that in the'absence of control over all

immediacy cues (such as eye contact, mmiling, fbrward body lean), people

will adjust levels of intimacy in one channel to compensate for levels cgi

intimacy'in another channel so that an equilibrium level is maintained. It

is possible that confederates made unconscious, subtle changes in other

nonverbal cues tc; balance,the increases or decreOes in physical proximity.

These adjustments could be contnalled by having confederates manipulate an

entire complex of cues. Third, it'is possible that the procedures used in

this experiment, which involved confederates asking subjects to help them

out by listening to the speech, elicited prosocial responses that overrode

other reactions to the confe rate. This prosocial effect might also

ai.

account for the generally-high persuasiveness of the counteyattitudinal

message, withoUt regard for the behaviors of the speaker. In retrospect,'

it would be preferable to avoid this kind of potential demand characteristic

And incorporate the filssage presentation within a more natural conversation.

Finally, the low paWer coefficients provide a partial explanation of the

nonsignificant findings.

3

I.
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The redliolts on the propensity measures cast serious doubt on either the.
NO

measurement of propensity to counterargue or the construct itself. In this

investigation, using the salfie:procedures for constructing a measure of.pro-

pensity to counterargue as.had been used in the past, the measure of

counterarguing propensity had low reliabi,lity, failed to correlate with

arguments generated in essay form after heari,ig an actual.message, failed

to predict mepsage acceptance, and, contrary to the underlying assumptions

of the construct,.correlated with positive source evaluations. This rather
7

poor showing for the propensity to'counterargue measure is inconsistentewith

the high reliability and significant results reported by Brandt, et

However, it

procedures.

is possible thkt their resdlts were partly an

In their inveStigation, subjects listened to

artifact of their

a tape-reCorded
0

message attributed to a high status source. The arguments in the message

were the same as on the propensity pretest. Thus, the pretest may ha've in-

adverently j.noculated subjects, prompting those,who marked more items on

the pretest to be more resistant to the hiessage, which came frOM a poten-
4

tially threateping sour6e. These potential demand characteristics were
%

avoided in the present study by using a novel message, with no consequent

resistance to persuasion. rt is also possible that the live, face-io-face

context and the equal status confederate used in the picesent investigation

inhibited counteraiguing.
1$

At any rate, the contrary results from this experiment call into

question whether the propensity measure is in fact measuiing counterarguing

tendencies or some other construct (such as intelligence or Machiavellianism).

To suggest that a generalized propensity to counterargue does not exist would

be premature, but th& present fipddIngs indicate a need for mOre serious in-

vestigation of the nature of the construct. Of particular interest should



be whether face-to-face situations,;which require some degree of inter-

personal involvement, reduce counterarguing and derogation encies

relative to taped presentations, which afford the receiver a more impersonal,

, anonymous role. Also unresolved is,the question Of whether counterarguing'

-and derpgation'are two alternative forms-Of resisting influence or whether

the One can trigger the other.

In sum, the present investigation provides the beginnings -of

for interpreting the effects of nonverbal distractors from the petspective

of the model of conversational distancing violations. For the reward con-

.
dition at least, the resultelargely confOrm to the reviied model, in which

greater deviations from the expected distance produce more positive out-
-

comes. Given that distance and physical appearance were found to be

moderAtely distracting, it is reasonable to conclude that part of the ex-.

planation for why distance violations produce bdtter effects is that theyo

have arousal value and may heigilten attentiveness.to personal characteris-

k

tics of the source, while reducing attentiveness to the verbal' message.

The nonverbal.messages carried by the sources behavior then become the

salient determinant of whether responses are positive or negative. Further

'research-will need to estaplish more'firmly that these distractive effects

translate into greater susceptibility to persuasion when the distractions

are positive and greater resistance to persuasion when'the distractions are

negative in nature;

cT\
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TAilLE 1

MEANS FOR REWARD AND DISTANCE CONDITIONS FOR ALL DEPENDENT VARIABLES

REWARD

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

DISTANCE ODNDITION REWARD

MAIN

'(ODNFEDERATE) THREAT CLOSE NORM FAR EFFECT

PHYSICAL ATTRACTION
,

1

2
'3

4

1

(n=73)

(nalt66)

(n=76)

(n=72)

- 23.56
17.35
15.81
13.113

22.28
18.41
17.24

14.47

22.95
18.18
17.16
13.06

21.59
20.13
16.26
15.45

22.62
18.50
16.58
14.08

_

SOCIAL ATTRACTI0N-'

4
A

1

2
3
4

23.33
23.06
20.95
19.18

23.33
22.65
23.88
20.18

24.00
22.35
22.37
20.33

22.00
23.93
23,42
21.85

4

23.11
22.97
22.58
20.44

.

o

TASK ATTRACTION

-

1
2

A

21.17
21.12
20.81
18.53

-

.

22.39
21.94
21.65
19.71

21.65
21.12
21.42
18.56

21.18
22.27
20.58
20.60

21.60
21.59
21.09
19.39

.

COMPETFNCE
1%

,

1 . .

1

2

3

4

-,

A

22.33
23.00
21.90
18.82

, 21.83
21.82
21.82
21.47

22.05
20.88
)2.21
18.61

'22.18
24.07
20.68
19.30

22,10
22.39
21.66
19.53

,

CHARACTER
,

,

1

2

3

4

21.50
22.18
21.52
19.65

22.00
22.47
21.82

21.88

21.20
21.47
21.79
19.56

20.
21.93
20.89
20.15

21.34
22.01
21.50
20.29

socrimuTy 1
2

3

4

22.50
24.23
23.38
20.70

23.28
2542
25.58
22.59

24.20
4f5.29
,..8923

,

19.50

22.65
25.93
24.26
21.45

23.19
25.12
24.22
21.06

4

COMPOSURE .
.

1

2

3

4

20.00
19.41
18.09
12.59

17.94
21.41
15.23
13.47

19.30
18.47
19.32
13.22

.

19.12
20.0
15.32
13.75

19.10
19.91
17.07
13.28

41,



REWARD

DEPENDENT VARIABLEN*"
T(CONFEDERATE)

TABLE 1 (continued)

DISTANCE CONDITION

THREAT CLOSE

ft

NORM FAR

REWARD

MAIN
EFFECT

EXTROVERSION
i

1

,
2

3

4

22.17
24.06
22.43
21.18

J

22.44
24.35
24.12
21.53

22.50
23.88
22.58
18.33

23.88
24.93'

22.74
19.20

_

22.73
24.29
22.92
20.00

'
'

ATTITUDE, KIS 1 . 4,79 .4.23 3.56 3.67 , 4.06,

2 3.02 4.18 4.37 4.44 3.99
.....

3 ' 4,59 4.58 3.83 4.32 4.33

4 3.97 2.79 3.26 '.3.83 3.48
i

.
.

.

,

\

ATTITUDE, SEMANTIC . ,

DIFFERENTIAL 1 13.50 10.00 10.40 10;71. 11.14

2 7.159 11.29 11.47 11.33 10.39
\ 3 11.52 13.71 9.74 12.37 11.78

_

a

4 1.29 7.06 9.33 9.20 9.46


